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ECONOMY, ENERGY AND FAIR WORK COMMITTEE 

TIED PUBS (SCOTLAND) BILL 

SUBMISSION FROM      ANONYMOUS 

Economic Factors of the Beer Tie 

 
The key issue with the beer tie is the publicans under tied arrangements are unable to grow 
a sustainable business at the same rate as their free of tie competitors. Additional costs 
paid to the pub company across the board none more so than a premium on stock. Means 
financially tied publicans are worse off resulting in less cash to expand and grow. 

This is an evident competitive disadvantage for ties publicans. 

There are also several venues that simply do not fit a tied model and cannot financially 
sustain the costs, as a result there is high turnover of operators for certain venues leading 
to failed businesses. Not because the operator failed but because the Pub company made 
it financially unsustainable. 

Consumer Choice and Pricing 

The product portfolios of the pub companies are not great if you compare them to what is 
available to the whole market. As a result, the consumer has less choice when going to a 
tied pub.  

Consumers are more likely to look for the best and cheapest price for products and the pub 
industry is no different.  

If a tied publican is forced to charge more for their beer due to the price they pay and as a 
result it costs more than their freehold competitor, then it could be argued that this is a 
competitive disadvantage regardless of what they receive in return by the way of other 
benefits from the pub company. 

The consumer does not care about this, they care about choice and price.  

Final Comments 

If any operator wants to be tied, then fine but operators should be given the choice. 

The way Pub companies dictate the market is not healthy.  

If they argue in return there will be less opportunities for operators to start out, I disagree as 
they will not switch to running all the pubs they own as managed houses. So, they would 
have to either sell to individual operators or agree to a fair Market Rent option. 

Either way the business operator and consumer will benefit. 

 


